35. **were** nerd fern term
   jerk her verb herd Bert perch
   under sister whisper winter
   temper master number timber
   silver permit perhaps shelter
   whisker tender enter hermit
   thunder hunter otter western
   perfect dinner expert hammer
   letter ladder perfume termite
   lumber bumper camper **golfer**
   killer jumper butter holler enter
   better stinker thinker kisser
   hunter kicker pester after bitter
   plaster slipper passer printer
   renter herself chapter splinter
   suffer summer rubber swimmer
   soccer helper zipper cracker
   runner hitter robber winner
   sticker pepper supper kidder
   batter blister slobber offer **singer**
   finger anger nerve serve swerve

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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36. there their teacher
eat ear each mean dear leaf
weak year seat east team meat
real hear bead read leak Jean
neat pea seam lead gleam reach
jeans tea beak peak heal meal
lean heap tear leap bean reach
teach peach beach wheat clear
clean cheap speak streak sneak
squeak steam dream cream treat
beast feast least beam cheat
bleach creak flea deal beat
preach beard peal scream gear
fear squeal freak seal stream
steal sea heat near leash spear
teammate earring tease please
weave leave grease

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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37. **where** oat oak
doar loaf roam boat road
load goat coat soak
moan foam toad loan
goal coal soap groan
cloak croak float toast
coast boast throat board
coach roach oaf Joan
roar roast soar moat
oath meatloaf oatmeal
steamboat toaster
roadside

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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38. saw ail aid aim
daired maid fail bail rail
jail mail nail pail tail hail
hair pair chair pain rain
chain brain snail trail claim
drain grain train plain slain
stain strain paint saint sail
gain flair bait faith fair
raid braid laid sprain
sailboat sailfish faint wail
stair wait waist main Spain
airmail airsick hairpin
haircut Gail pigtails mailbox
mailman railroad staircase
raincoat chairman mermaid

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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39. **what** sir fir
    bird firm dirt stir
    birch chirp shirt
    third birth whirl
    first skirt smirk
    swirl twirl thirst
    squirm squirt
    skirmish irk flirt
    girl

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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40. **who** see fee eel bee
peep feel seed week geek weed
feet beet peek feed peel seen
seem deep heel meet deer keep
jeep need flee tree beep leech
Lee tweet beech speech screech
greed screen sleet steer greet
queen green steep sweep street
greet free three deed beef seek
creek steel sheep steep creep
sleep sheet cheer queer sweet
cheep teeth beer speed bleed
teen weep cheek keen coffee
wheel sixteen thirteen fifteen
canteen indeed sixteenth
thirteenth fifteenth sleeve geese
sneeze freeze

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
41. laugh today
gay Fay jay bay day
way ray pay may
May hay say lay sway
clay gray play stay
tray pray stray slay
spray subway Sunday
playtime playmate
maybe payment
roadway railway
maypole runway

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
42. **said** toe woe hoe foe doe Joe Moe roe tiptoe toenail foes toes goes

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
44. any many owl
    bow how cow now
    fowl howl down town
    gown plow scowl growl
crown frown chow sow
crowd brown drown
    crowd prowl wow
    prowler uptown powder
    chowder power shower
    flower tower vowel
towel

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
45. about out our
ouch couch pouch loud
noun sour pout mouth
south slouch proud scout
scour flour spout trout
sprout foul shout grouch
crouch cloud snout bound
found mound pound
round surround sound
count mount hound
wound ground counter
outline outside outfit
flounder discount mouse
house blouse

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
46. move whose
gone sigh high thigh
sight fight might light
night right tight fright
bright flight slight
insight nightmare
spotlight lightning
midnight lighthouse
sunlight daylight
tightrope upright
uptight tonight

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
47. one once mumble humble
rumble jumble stumble grumble
crumble ramble fumble gamble
tremble tumble bubble pebble gobble
thimble dribble wobble nibble
scribble babble Scrabble baffle shuffle
sniffle giggle wiggle juggle smuggle
goggles struggle snuggle jingle tangle
dangle strangle mangle angle jungle
single tingle pickle tackle buckle
freckle chuckle tickle trickle ankle
tinkle twinkle sprinkle crinkle uncle
candle handle bundle riddle middle
cuddle paddle puddle saddle fiddle
huddle sample dimple simple pimple
temple apple cripple purple trample
crumple settle little cattle bottle
battle rattle kettle tattle turtle
sizzle guzzle drizzle puzzle

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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48. two art arm bar car tar
far jar Barb arch star scar
spar harp cart barn dart
card tart hard carp bark
dark darn part mark park
lark farm Mars March Mark
harm yarn barb yard chart
charm march shark sharp
harsh marsh snarl spark start
smart scarf garlic artist target
discard startle marble sparkle
gargle carpet sharpen garden
harvest farmer charcoal barber
darling arcade starfish flatcar
starter market smarter starve
carve

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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49. people or for
cord form born corn
sort fork pork horn lord
dork thorn worn torn
Ford perform forbid
north short torch porch
forth storm stork sport
scorch cork fort port
orbit forget forgave ford
order corner border
hornet forgot correct
popcorn morning airport
torment forgive corpse
horse

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
50. **school**  boo  too  zoo
moo  toot  poor  zoom  boost
fool  shoo  snoop  coop  mood
moon  roof  cool  loop  pool
room  boom  soon  hoop  hoot
shoot  booth  proof  stool  swoop
spool  bloom  gloom  spoon
droop  stoop  broom  scoop  food
goof  root  drool  tool  igloo
boost  roost  harpoon  rooster
bedroom  cartoon  baboon  noon
spook  smooth  tooth  smooch
shampoo  troop  tattoo  bamboo
loot  boot  raccoon  moonlight
teaspoon  moonbeam  mooch
groove  noose  moose  goose
snooze  booze  loose

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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51. says farther downhill frustrate hundred increase mattress meanwhile muffler sheepskin snapshot aircraft children concrete dandruff distract drugstore eardrum explain explode explore extreme bathtub bathrobe backrub wishbone windmill handcuff handshake handbag sunshine drumstick dishpan anthill lampshade fishpond inspire extract include translate partner illness eggplant misprint misspell transplant handspring Alfred nonstop address restful tantrum monster lobster subtract athlete pumpkin instruct inflate bathroom toothbrush inspect actress cockroach contract impress sandwich panther conflict farmyard birthday Thursday slingshot gambler starship blacksmith handstand blacktop dustpan sandbox quicksand springtime birdbath raindrop wheelchair ticklish daydream dishrag nickname milkshake gumdrop gangplank gangster shortcut thankful gunshot friendship campsite classmate campfire antlers flashlight exclude northwest surprise mushroom crisscross airplane harmless classroom handstand downtown playground highway paintbrush filmstrip hairbrush

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
52. **often** windy dusty rusty
Randy madly candy badly fifty
misty chunky grumpy frisky tricky
crispy sixty Betty sandy handy
party nasty empty twenty forty
thirty sweetly deeply nearly
muddy howdy funny mommy
sloppy penny hobby hurry witty
daddy happy puppy silly messy
buddy ugly lastly dummy tummy
yummy belly smelly Henry eddy
brandy drafty hilly pesty flimsy
soggy jelly dizzy plenty sticky
bumpy lumpy grassy Sandy fussy
fuzzy clumsy chilly risky sadly
Billy willy **bully** stormy jolly
skinny quickly chubby dirty sunny
furry army mummy thirsty itchy
**hungry** **angry** funky **cranky**

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
53. Because I he me we she be no so go ho hotel begin motel began tiger minus open broken depend belong protect tripod unite later return silent demand prevent erase became focus moment refund defend crisis donate behave lilac bonus climax event rodent pretend spoken locate beside humid zero even student stupid super spider tulip before prepare remote begun fever music Venus paper predict frequent require banjo remain halo trader braver driver beside diner sober over beaver frozen meter iris hello hippo jello bingo cupid delight female siren result protest robot radar desire refuse Friday Susan diver retire deserve repair repeat beneath before relax hero disco reject peanut sneakers eaten beaten leader foolish seaside thousand donut teabag today tonight become myself

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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54. **only** maple bugle
rifle ladle cradle needle
noodle poodle table noble
stable bridle able Bible title
beetle ruble staple fable
idle cable eagle steeple
baby gravy lazy pony
snowy tidy navy zany lady
shaky tiny hazy crazy story
rainy fairy duty shady
shiny puny slimy smoky
really sleepy spooky soapy
easy needy lousy greedy
leaky Daisy cloudy sneaky
greasy

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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55. **pull**  **push**  **low**

mow  own  bow  row  tow
show  blow  flow  grow
glow  crow  snow  throw
bowl  slow  blown  grown
flown  thrown  growth
shown  window  elbow
slowly  yellow  willow
shallow  hollow  follow
mellow  fellow  minnow
pillow  below  rainbow
rowboat  snowman  snowflake
snowstorm  crowbar
blowtorch  snowplow

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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56. full bull law paw thaw caw jaw raw claw draw saw straw flaw hawk lawn bawl yawn shawl dawn drawl brawl squawk prawn awful drawn crawl crawfish dawdle jigsaw lawyer awesome seesaw outlaw sawdust sawmill auto haul Paul maul fraud flaunt taunt haunt fault vault launch August laundry haunted cause gauze pause because

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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57. **four** mashing wishing asking ending
selling hitting kicking licking rocking winning
resting wishing bugging wedding cussing adding
cursing filling catching itching melting punching
scribbling twisting stopping puffing telling killing
willing standing ringing banging singing kissing
fussing yelling weeding smashing crashing blushing
brushing fishing spelling stuffing handing sinking
honking dressing sniffing smelling spilling risking
yelping dusting dunking stinking bringing listing
bending bumping camping milking resting jumping
helping grunting printing stamping drifting planting
drinking stinging swinging grading trading shaking
dating skating joking snoring sliding hiking shining
rowing showing snowing blowing growing drawing
yawning crawling clawing hauling causing starting
marching shooting goofing drooling storming
forgetting fighting mumbling clowning frowning
drowning shouting passing counting jerking twirling
hurting burping bursting playing praying saying
seeing feeling meeting bleeding stealing meaning
reading teaching dreaming cheating draining
painting waiting loafing boating soaking soaping
floating taping tapping scraping scrapping licking
liking tacking taking hoping hopping going being
doing smiling staying moving coming having
forgiving giving living pushing pulling

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
59. **won't don't isn't**
didn't doesn't wouldn't
aren't hasn't hadn't wasn't
shouldn't haven't can't
weren't couldn't you're
we're they're I'm he's
she's it's that's who's
what's there's here's let's
where's mom's dad's Fred's
Pat's you've I've they've
we've let's you'll they'll
we'll he'll I'll she'll you'd
he'd we'd they'd I'd

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
60. (SCHWA 1) both pilot 
polite select broken human
kitchen marshall infant bottom
gallop ribbon problem blossom
button gallon respect bacon
pregnant person cotton balloon
instant pilgrim canyon
complain complete collect
consume combine compute
compare compete lesson
compass organ demon confuse
mortal normal pupil evil
channel flannel tunnel funnel
label tonsil fossil rascal final
legal squirrel brutal nickel
mental signal total sandal

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
61. **buy** all call ball
hall small tall wall fall
mall stall hallway snowball
spitball pinball meatball
softball snowfall ballpark
stickball **baseball** wallet
salt malt bald false halt
scald walrus Walt also
**always** walnut walk talk
balk chalk **sidewalk** walky-
talky wander wand
swamp swat watch want
wasp wash water waterfall

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
62. **annoy** oil toil
soil boil coin join coil
void foil oink broil
spoil joint point moist
hoist tinfoil exploit
poison turmoil sirloin
pointer toilet noisy
noise toy Roy joy
boy soy enjoy employ
oyster cowboy destroy
Troy Floyd

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
63. practice office ice rice spice nice slice mice advice price twice dice place space ace race trace brace grace face lace cent cinch cell circus ulcer cider cancer spicy recess Greece center pencil fancy except Nancy circle lacy saucer choice voice peace recent embrace truce disgrace sincere cider cancel cement concert concern excite decide except prince princess fence trance convince advance silence romance dance France force sauce since sentence bounce chance glance absence enforce

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
64. **every** gem gyp
gym rage page cage age
stage wage huge margin
ginger gentle germ urgent
agent gin gerbil digest
stingy outrage cringe plunge
urge change range strange
danger stranger exchange
angel indulge edge hinge
smudge judge lodge large
badge bridge charge dodge
budge fudge ridge bridge
grudge pledge sludge
smudge nudge budget
gadget fidget

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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65. secret child
childish mild wild
cold bold fold gold
hold mold sold told
scold old goldfish
unsold unfold withhold
bind blind find grind
kind mind wind windup
behind remind unkind
hind rewind most
ghost almost post host
hostess postpone

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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66. (er-more, est-most) **sure**
faster fastest slower slowest
redder reddest harder hardest
softer softest smaller smallest
longer longest darker darkest
sharper sharpest crisper crispest
blonder blondest damper dampest
smarter smartest bigger biggest
fresher freshest stronger strongest
fatter fattest thinner thinnest
lighter lightest brighter brightest
flatter flattest sadder saddest
madder maddest higher highest
taller tallest older oldest quickest
quickest blacker blackest whitest
whitest later latest closer closest
wider widest finer finest riper
ripest wiser wisest ruder rudest
saner sanest hotter hottest colder
coldest

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
67. **eye** head read
dead lead deaf death
dealt threat threaten bread
health wealth thread
breath meant breast heavy
spread leapt ready steady
instead sweat dreamt
feather leather weather
sweater weapon dreadful
heaven breakfast dread
meadow already pleasant
sweaty healthy wealthy
bedspread

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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68. **busy** book cook
good hood took hook roof
look foot wool shook
wood cookbook woof stood
brook crook crooked
bookcase woodshed cooking
fishhook manhood cooker
**understood** textbook booklet
footprint bookshelf
scrapbook soot goodwill
woods mistook driftwood
footrest football handbook
bookmark

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
69. **sorry** cabin comic
panic radish project Robert
polish liver rapid river shiver
sliver profit clever finish solid
limit robin power shower flower
tower vanish widow tragic divide
modest suburb credit never ever
modern magic satin cigar mimic
talent punish city clinic relish
visit menu habit present desert
shadow Black Widow upon copy
study seven prison lemon salad
dragon wagon vomit denim
second closet medal petal metal
planet pedal venom model
chapel rebel comet travel devil
gravel vowel towel level camel
baboon body

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
70. Atlantic Manhattan confiscate contemplate important suspender interrupt substitute messenger fantastic concentrate circumstance October scoutmaster hamburger carpenter interfere passenger tendency illustrate poverty outstanding immortal September surrender peppermint volunteer incomplete grasshopper forbidden porcupine injury chimpanzee mineral excellent underpass romantic understand afternoon Saturday wallpaper lemonade buttonhole refreshment December Wisconsin example valentine demonstrate grocery hummingbird basketball abnormal gigantic different interest introduce tornado permanent entertain energy remember electric example rectangle artistic difficult exercise advertise tenderness understood windowpane disgusted scatterbrain underneath stepladder woodpecker yesterday every allergy continent criticize eleven emergency Superman Spiderman Supergirl

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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71. (compounds) tomorrow
everything everyone everybody
everywhere everyplace everyday
nobody jellyfish rattlesnake
something sometime someone
somewhere somebody someday
somehow lonesome someplace
nowhere anything anybody
anywhere anymore anyone anytime
anyway anyplace gentleman
gentlemen nineteen homerun
fireman homesick pavement
basement sidewalk baseball myself
without stagecoach seashell seaweed
weekend notebook spaceship
paperback eyeball sunflower
driveway iceberg sideways firefly
fireplace fireproof firehouse

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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72.  **together**  boxer
    singer  hunter  renter
    sender  sander  lender
    golfer  rancher  fisherman
    camper  helper  jumper
    milker  planter  drifter
    printer  kisser  killer  passer
    rocker  seller  player  talker
    walker  runner  doer  biker
    hiker  baker  taper  dater
    joker  poker  choker  smoker
    rider  hider  smiler  whiner
    biter  diver  eater

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
73. (ew,ou,ue,ui) **tissue**

**through**
dew drew blew
brew Jew chew crew flew
grew stew screw threw
renew withdrew news
newspaper jewel sewer
cashew new **few** soup you
route wound tour coupon
detour group youth tourist
blue clue due glue rue
sue true argue rescue
value **continue** screwdriver
pursue Sue undue Tuesday
Juice **bruise** cruise suit
fruit **suitcase**

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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74. Mr. Mrs. Priest brief
chief thief field shriek shield
fierce yield pierce pier grief piece
niece relieve believe relief belief
sweetie Julie zombie brownie
rookie cookie prairie goalie eerie
Barbie Maggie cashier diesel
windshield outfielder handkerchief
boogie-woogie rabies series Marie
bellies pennies funnies parties
babies ponies ladies stories candies
cookies movie movies weird
Neil Keith sheik seize ceiling
caffeine neither either receive
deceive protein key pulley
parsley alley barley medley
kidney Hershey donkey chimney
jersey Shirley whiskey volleyball
valley turkey hockey volley

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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75. **love**  **father**  Pie
tie  die  lie  cried  pried  
tried  dried  fried  shied  
spied  lied  died  fiery  
magpie  satisfied  dignified  
certified  occupied  necktie  
flies  cries  spies  tries  dries  
fries  cry  my  by  fly  
why  fry  sky  try  dry  spy  
sly  pry  myself  July  
multiply  satisfy  notify  
occupy  supply  identify  
justify  magnify  butterfly

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
76. hour honest
eight weight weigh
neigh freight sleigh
eighteen eighty eighty-eight neighbor
neighborhood beige veil vein rein
reindeer chow mein surveillance

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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77. beautiful warden wart
war warp warm swarm warn
toward reward warning
wardrobe warmth warring
warlike quality quantity squash
squander squad squabbles
qualify qualified quarrel
quart quarter quarterback
quartz quarry quarrel some
quarreling work word worm
world worthy worry worrying
worth worst worship worker
worse workmen wormy
wormhole worthless worthwhile
wordy worried worshipper
worldly workshop workbench
workbook homework

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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78. **touch** air hair pair
stair chair fair aircraft airline
airport fairway dairy fairy
hairy flair Claire downstairs
airmail airplane bear tear wear
pear swear underwear bare
care dare Mary stare spare
share glare parent compare
square farewell scare careful
prepare daring rare silverware
there where werewolf very
merit sheriff cherry Terry
berry ferry merry terrible
terrify terrified cherries berries
er and error terror carry
marry married carrot barrel
parrot narrow arrow sparrow
embarrass

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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79. **floor**  **door**  **knelt**

kneeling  knit  knot  knack
knock  kneel  knight  knob
know  knee  knapsack  knife
knighthood  knitting  knockout
knothole  knowledge  knuckle
knuckling  known  kneecap
knew  wrap  wrath  wreck
wreckage  wrench  write
written  writing  wrist
wristband  wrong  wrangle
wrangler  wretch  wring
wrung  wren  wrinkle  wreath
wrestle  wrestling  writer
wrote  wrecking  wrecked

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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80. built build capture
culture fracture lecture
mixture nature denture
picture pasture gesture
posture puncture sculpture
texture structure torture
vulture scripture creature
feature future fixture
furniture expenditure
temperature agriculture
legislature manufacture
moisture mature immature
venture adventure structure
departure pressure measure
pleasure treasure

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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81. **blood flood** (SCHWA 2)

affect afford agree about amount
along Cuba afraid amaze away
award applaud around appoint
approach assist abandon ability
account annoy assistant
accomplish accountant across
arrive arrange attract avoid
alone attack attend awake arena
aloud adult achieve asleep allow
Alaska alike alarm adopt ago
adore alive arise amuse aware
antenna umbrella comma quota
sofa soda panda zebra cobra
gorilla tuba china extra mama
papa tuna opera banana apart
attempt assassin astonish
assembly allergic Godzilla Dracula

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
82. **woman women**
(SCHWA 3) ransom balance ballot
engine cavity celebrate multiply
electric describe destroy balcony
permanent consider confess
connect convince demonstrate
dynamite pelican meditate
computer raisin rascal octopus
crocodile kangaroo phonograph
photograph elephant telephone
alphabet horizon alcohol alligator
mineral criminal funeral personal
hospital animal several general
carbon weapon family customer
innocent buffalo president
disconnect prepare nostril commit
distant

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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83. **prove** (un = not)
unhappy unsafe unfair unlock
unpack uneven unbutton
undress unable undo undid
unzip unreal unjust unlucky
unafraid untwist unwise
unwrap unload unlike
unknown unmask unrest
unplug unselfish unending
uneaten unwritten unscramble
unshaven unspoken unbroken
unwilling unfriendly ungrateful
unharmed unprotected unsaid
unfinished uninvited undecided
unopened undefeated

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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84. **lose** **losing**
(re = again)  refill
reuse repaint recopy
replay remake rewind
rewrite reread reload
rejoin reprint reheat
relive replant retell
rewire rehire recheck
reorder retrain
recapture recharge
readjust redo retold

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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85. roll (-able = possible to) trainable teachable likable usable laughable lovable valuable desirable reasonable comfortable unreasonable washable punishable profitable adjustable preventable forgettable excitable thinkable avoidable predictable understandable printable enforceable
(-ible = able to) terrible horrible possible impossible incredible flexible sensible divisible legible illegible responsible reversible visible invisible convertible digestible collectible destructible

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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86. **taste**  **paste**

**waste**  
(-en = to become or to make)  
harden  sharpen  
darken  frighten  eaten  
taken  brighten  beaten  
shorten  sweeten  broken  
blacken  lighten  chosen  
awaken  spoken  shaken  
shaven  stolen  widen  
sicken  sunken  fallen  
deepen  frozen  tighten  
redden  loosen  

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
87. **great** break steak (FUL = full of) useful careful helpful hopeful restful fearful armful respectful cheerful handful cupful spoonful playful grateful graceful joyful bashful painful skillful peaceful forgetful thankful harmful stressful trustful gracefully thankfully hopefully skillfully respectfully gratefully (NESS = the quality of)
stillness cuteness weakness softness madness illness sadness fatness darkness fairness gladness kindness sickness slowness tenderness meanness sweetness shyness selfishness brightness redness freshness helpfulness cheerfulness wilderness politeness goodness usefulness (LESS = without) harmless helpless breathless shapeless restless worthless homeless lifeless spotless painless hopeless tireless careless blameless speechless endless useless priceless fearless weightless carelessness hatefulness carelessly hopelessly restlessness

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
88. **earn**  **learn**  **heard**  (more suffixes)  yardage  manage  voyage
    garbage  postage  damage  storage
    shortage  cottage  bandage  savage
    rummage  carnage  advantage  sewage
    manager  management  mileage  luggage
    baggage  average  passage  package  village
    message  cabbage  sausage  hostage
    damaged  damaging  punishment
    pavement  government  placement
    department  employment  amusement
    movement  agreement  entertainment
    commitment  compartment  basement
    apartment  enjoyment  excitement
    shipment  refreshments  lately  safely
    namely  closely  rarely  nicely  completely
    lonely  really  slowly  bravely  sweetly
    deeply  freely  likely  lively  suddenly
    tenderly  totally  recently  swiftly  quickly
    badly  sadly  neatly  gladly  friendly
    silently  exactly  willingly

Please sign your name after your child has read these words to you.
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